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ABSTRACT
The discrete distribution as a sparse representation, equipped
with the Kantorovich-Wasserstein metric, has been proven effective in learning tasks on imagery data. However, clustering based on the Kantorovich metric under a principled optimization criterion is computationally challenging, and has
not been adequately explored. In this paper, we focus on
the scalability issue and develop a new algorithm for clustering distributions. An optimal centroid or representative
distribution in the sense of the Kantorovich metric is solved
for each cluster. The key idea is to adapt the state-of-the-art
distributed optimization approach called alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM). The new algorithm achieves
linear complexity in the update of each centroid and can be
easily parallelizable, improving significantly over the existing method. It is also observed that in practice, satisfactory
results can be obtained after a few tens of iterations. We conduct experiments on both synthetic and real data to demonstrate the computational efficiency and accuracy of the new
algorithm.
Index Terms— Discrete Distribution, Clustering, LargeScale Learning, ADMM
1. INTRODUCTION
In data representation, the discrete distribution, including histogram as a special case, is a typical way to quantize data and
to summarize a mass of data. The Kantorovich-Wasserstein
distance between two discrete distributions can be understood
intuitively as the minimum amount of transportation work
from one distribution to the other. It is known as the Mallows
distance in statistics and histogram-based earth mover’s distance (EMD) in computer science. The Kantorovich distance
is a true metric [1]. Because of its consideration of crossterm relationships, the Kantorovich metric has demonstrated
strength in abundant applications in computer vision [2, 3, 4],
data mining [5], information retrieval [6], computer graphics [7], and multimedia [8]. It provides better distinguishability between objects characterized by discrete distributions
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than classical metrics such as Euclidean distance [6]. Despite
its usefulness, Kantorovich distance is computationally costly
because the distance has no closed form and is super-linear
subject to the number of bins or support points in the distribution. A number of approximation algorithms and effective
filtering have been proposed for fast evaluation and similarity
search [9, 3, 10].
The central problem for this paper is to develop a clustering algorithm under the Kantorovich metric subject to the
generally accepted optimization criterion of minimizing the
total squared distances between all the objects and their corresponding centroids. This criterion is also used by K-means
for vector data under the Euclidean distance, mathematically
much simpler to treat. When the data structure is complicated
or not even available, clustering can be performed based only
on the pairwise distances between data objects. For such
methods, a centroid for each cluster is either not provided or
picked from the data objects themselves according to some
heuristics, as is done in some generalized versions of Kmeans. In our case, however, it is important to ensure certain
optimality of the centroid and solve the optimization problem
rigorously. Serving as effective summarization of the clusters,
the centroids play a critical role in the construction of generative models for different categories of data, as demonstrated
in a real-time image annotation system, namely, ALIPR [11].
An iterative optimization algorithm called D2-clustering [11]
has been developed to solve the optimization problem.
The main technical challenge tackled in D2-clustering is
to compute an optimal centroid given a cluster of data objects.
D2-clustering achieves optimality by large-scale linear programming (LP). However, the algorithm is of poor scalability
because the number of variables in LP grows with the cluster
size and classical LP methods, e.g., simplex method, interior
point method, are not scalable in this regard, preventing the
algorithm from computing a centroid for a large number of
objects. There have been approaches to get around this difficulty, for example, computing a centroid heuristically that
might be far from the exact centroid [12, 13], or losing some
important properties of data samples via wavelet approximation, e.g., sparsity and high dimensionality [5].
In this paper, instead of avoiding the optimization of
the centroid, we tackle the problem directly and exploit
state-of-the-art optimization methods to improve scalability. We found that one particular distributed optimization
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framework, called alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [14, 15, 16], fits well for this challenge and makes
D2-clustering algorithm tractable when scaling up (linear
complexity even on a single processor). ADMM, developed
in 1970s [14, 15], is a distributed optimization method that
could scale up many statistical learning problems. Its global
convergence has been established in the literature [17, 18].
It has received renewed attention recently due to the tremendous demands from large-scale and data-distributed machine
learning algorithms [16]. Our major contribution is to design
a new clustering algorithm based on ADMM to achieve scalability (see section 2 and 3). We analyze the computational
complexity of the new algorithm and compare it experimentally with the existing D2-clustering (see section 4).

the set of {zj , j = 1, ..., M }. The optimization problem described by (2) is not convex in general, so we might not expect
to have a unique minimizer. We solve the minimization by iterating two steps: in the first step, we fix U, ⇧ and update
Z, which reduces to a small-size least square problem with
P
(k) (k)
closed solution, in particular, zj = N1 i,k ⇡i,j xi ; in the
second step, we fix Z and update U, ⇧, which is solved by
a large-scale linear programming with super-linearly growth
with respect to N in D2-clustering. Then we iterate the procedure until convergence (subject to some empirical stopping
criteria). The first step of computing Z is parallelizable, while
the second based on standard LP package is not. The key difference between the existing D2-clustering and our new algorithm is the approach to solve U , ⇧ given Z.

2. PRELIMINARIES

3. ALGORITHM

D2-clustering attempts to minimize the total squared Kantorovich distances between the data and the centroids. At
the outer level, the D2-clustering algorithm iterates the update of data partition and the update of the centroids. Given
the centroids, a data object is assigned to its closest centroid.
The computational core is the update of the optimal centroids
given the partition of clusters, elaborated below.
Let {p(1) , . . . , p(N ) } be the dataset of N discrete distributions. For clarity of discussion, we now focus on computing the centroid of a cluster. Hence, here, N is the number
of objects in one cluster under consideration, instead of the
whole data set. The discrete distribution p(i) is represented

We now refer to the new algorithm the new D2-clustering algorithm. The outer level iteration of the new D2-clustering
remains the same as the existing D2-clustering, which is an
iteration of cluster label assignment versus centroid update in
the same style as K-means. We use Algorithm 1 to update the
centroid of each updated partition with a warm start from the
previous centroid, which is the technical core.
Suppose we have initialized a solution. As explained in
the previous section, we iterate the update of Z and (U, ⇧).
With fixed Z, the update of U and ⇧ is a linear programming
problem:
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With detailed derivation omitted, we state that the centroid is
solved by the following optimization
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where ci,k,j = xi
zj . Directly solving this problem
via LP [11], usually an interior-point based optimization, is
not scalable. One major reason is the time complexity of linear programming (3) is super-linear with respect to the number of samples, N . Besides, since our interest of the solution
is U , rather than ⇧, a generic optimization routine treating all
variables equally may not in-design come up with an acceptable approximation to U after a few iterations. Therefore,
a hierarchical optimization approach is much more desired.
Using ADMM, our algorithm decomposes the original centroid optimization problem described by (2) into iterative and
distributed small-size subproblems, which can be efficiently
solved by standard optimization packages.
Because problem (3) has multiple sets of constraints including equalities and inequalities, applying ADMM to solve
the optimization is not straightforward. We propose to relax all equality constraints related to U by substituting with
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the clustering result. For each cluster, five images nearest to the centroid are displayed. The color stripe images show
the computed color-descriptors of the centroids.

corresponding augmented Lagrangians and use the rest to determine a convex set on which we are to optimize. As in
the method of multipliers, we form the scaled augmented Lagrangian L⇢ (⇧, U, ⇤, µ) for the second and third set of constraints (with different penalty parameters ⌧ ) in (3) as
XX
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0}. The
key motivation to use ADMM is that step (5a) can be separable, such that we instead are to solve N disjoint constrained
quadratic programming, for k = 1, . . . , N respectively:
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A reasonable termination criterion as suggested by [16] is
that the primal and dual residuals must be small, i.e.,
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Here ⇢ is a parameter to balance the objective function and
augmented Lagrangians. ADMM is an algorithm built to
blend the decomposability of dual ascent with superior convergence properties of the method of multipliers. The algorithm typically solves problem with two sets of variables (for
(k)
our problem, they are ⇧ = (⇡i,j ) and U = (u1 , . . . , uM )),
which are only coupled in constraints, i.e., with the objective
function separable across this splitting (for our problem, U
is not present in the objective function). Problem (3) can be
solved using ADMM iteratively as follows,
⇧n+1 := argmin L⇢ (⇧, U n , ⇤n , µn )

Since we need to solve small-size problem (6) in multiple
rounds of loop, we prefer active set method with warm start.
We can rewrite step (5b) as
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(8)
Empirically, we found a fixed number of iterations is sufficient for obtaining satisfactory solutions. We summarize the
computation of centroid in Algorithm 1.
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is t̂n̂N (M 2 ),
where t̂ is the average number of iterations regarding iterator t, n̂ is the average number of iterations regarding iterator
n, and (M 2 ) is the average time to solve sample-wise subproblem (6), which is in general super-linear with respect
to M 2 . Because the algorithm takes linear complexity in
N , the computational cost on large dataset can therefore be
effectively distributed via parallelization.
The implementation of Algorithm 1 involves the specification of parameter ⇢ and ⌧ . Empirically, we found setting
⇢ ⇠ |c|, where c is the mean of {|ci,k,j |}, and ⌧ ⇠ N is
adequate to obtain convergence in a few iterations. We prototype our proposed new approach using MATLAB Parallel
Computing Toolbox.
4. EXPERIMENT
We conduct two experiments to evaluate our proposed algorithm. In the first experiment, we generate synthetic discrete
distributions, and compare the running time and solution of
our Algorithm 1 to the original interior point LP in solving
problem (3). In generating synthetic data, we fix the num(k)
ber of supports mk to 5, set the dimension of support xi to
(k)
3, and independently sample each scalar component of xi
(k)
and wi from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. All sampled
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Input: given set of observations L = {p(1) , . . . , p(N ) } and
an initial guess (0) = (Z (0) , U (0) ).
Output: centroid (t) = (Z (t) , U (t) ).
(k)

x 10

ADMM based
LP based

1.6

Running Time

(k),(0)
⇡i,j

#samples

4

2
1.8

(0)

Initialize
via minimizing D(p ,
) in (1) and set
t = 1;
while termination criterion not satisfied do
update Z: update Z (t) from ⇧(t 1) based on
1 P
(t)
(k),(t 1) (k)
zj =
⇡
xi ;
N j,k i,j
update U: Initialize ⇤0 = 0 and µ0 = 0, and reset
U 0 = U (t 1) and n = 1;
while termination criterion (8) not satisfied do
for k = 1, . . . , N do
(k),n
1
n 1
update ⇡i,j from U n 1 , n
j,k and µ
based on Eq. (6);
m
Pk (k),n
dn
⇡i,j + n
j = 1, . . . , M ;
j,k :=
j,k

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

2400

2600

2800

Rd

1000

2.9%

1500

1.2%

2000

3.0%

2500

0.8%

3000

1.6%

3000

Number of Samples

Table 1. The running time and relative difference (Rd) of two meth-

ods computing the centroid of discrete distributions. Red line is our
approach, and blue one is interior point based linear programming
used in [11]. The statistics are based on our prototypes in a Mac PC
with 2.4 GHz dual-core Intel Core i5, 4 GB 1600 MHz DDR3.

i=1

end
n 1
update U n from {dn
, µn 1 based on (7);
j,k }, ⇤
n
n
n
update ⇤ and µ from ⇧ and U n based on (5c);
increase n;

end
renormalize U n ; U (t) = U n ;
increase t;
end
Output centroid

(t)

Fig. 2. Cluster-based color profiles of different concepts: moun-

= (Z (t) , U (t) );

Algorithm 1: Compute centroids using ADMM.
(k)

wi ’s are then normalized to form valid probabilities. Given
(k)
the mean and covariance of all supports xi , we use the same
initial guess for two methods, which are based on multivariate
normal sampling. In this performance experiment, we manually fix the number of iterations as t = 1, . . . , 20 and n =
1, . . . , 10, which are used in Algorithm 1. Detailed statistics
about their timings and solution differences are shown in Table 1, respectively. It is shown that the running time of our
method grows linearly with the number of samples, while LP
based method grows much faster and is super-linear. By comparing solution of our method to the LP based method, the
relative difference D( a , b )/ kZb k between them are indeed
small ( 3%).
In the second experiment, we test our clustering algorithm on a real-world image dataset. We crawl images from
flickr.com using 5 distinctive concepts (1000 images each):
mountains, sky, water, flowers and house, extract discrete distribution representations based on the color descriptor [11],
and perform a 10-centroid clustering using our approach. Because we have tested the computational efficiency using synthetic data, the image dataset used here is not of impressively
large size. Moreover, as we can see from the nature of the algorithm, the bottleneck for computation is not the overall size
of the data, but the size of individual clusters. We thus feel
that as proof-of-concept, the data in the experiments are adequate. After several rounds of assignment-update (i.e., outer
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tain, sky and water are similar concepts because of their frequent
co-existence in images, but are substantially different from flowers
and house. First row: our new approach; Second row: LP based
D2-clustering.

level) iterations, the number of data objects that change their
cluster labels is less than 2% (100). We visualize computed
centroids of the largest clusters by displaying the five images
with data objects nearest to the centroids (see Fig 1). In addition, we show cluster-based statistical profiles for each concept (see Fig 2) from both our ADMM based clustering and
LP based clustering. We understand that the clusters are not
guaranteed to be the exact same because of different initializations and non-unique minimums of centroid based clustering. But from the results shown, both approaches have similar
distinguishibility among different concepts based on the distributions of clusters
5. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new discrete distribution clustering algorithm under the Kantorovich metric using ADMM. The
new method is of linear complexity and can be easily parallelized, making it suitable for large scale objects clustering
problems. Experiments have been conducted to compare the
new method with the existing method in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy.
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